SIE 695A
Systems and Industrial Engineering/Engineering Management
Graduate Seminar
Spring 2017

Seminar Hour: Thursday 2:00-3:00 PM (we will ask some of the speakers to stay and talk to students until 3:30)[We may have some seminars at special times, so please watch for the announcements.]
Classroom: ENGR 301 (unless otherwise noted)
D2L: D2L will be used for submission of Critiques as well as information about upcoming speakers.

Instructor: Larry Head, ENGR 251, (520) 621-2264, larry@sie.arizona.edu
Office Hours: By appointment (email request) [see my calendar at http://bit.ly/larryheadcal]

Purpose: The Department Seminar is a weekly meeting where notable researchers present their work to SIE faculty and students. It is intended to engage the research community in interesting and relevant topics.

Prerequisite(s): SIE Graduate Student

Textbook(s) and/or other materials: N/A

Objectives:
1. Expose PhD students to a wide variety of SIE related research

Work Required:
1. Attendance: Attendance for this course in highly emphasized
2. Synopsis/Analysis Reports: For each seminar a report is required. Each report should provide an overview about the speaker; identify any specific information that you found relevant to your research, and other observations of interest. Each report should be approximately ½ to 1 page in length, but you are not limited, and submitted to the course D2L site before the start of the seminar the following week. [This rule is strictly enforced in 2017]. In addition, if you are not in attendance in seminar, it is not possible for you to prepare a critique. Please do not submit a critique if you are not present in seminar.

Grading: (PASS/FAIL)
Attendance 50%
Critiques 50%
80% Completion Required for PASS.
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